
Self Portrait Afflicted by Time, 2022  
Latex, foam, iPhone, iPad, video [loop 3.35 min] 
82 x 48 x 14 cm 
 
 
This sculpture is a self-portrait, depicting a contemporary memento mori; a ‘don’t forget you’ll die’ note. 
Whereas the traditional memento mori paintings depict skulls and extinguished candles to represent 
impermanence, here it is shown through my melted body which is fused with modern everyday objects such 
as a plastic bottle, a covid test, ear plugs, and a computer mouse. Only an iPhone and iPad seem to remain 
untouched by time; delivering flashes of faces and the repetition of words associated with space and time. 
The video fragments of eyes and mouths derive from movies. 
 
This subtle reminder of death seems relevant to me in our current time, as it is easy to evade and deny 
death in our ‘non-religious’, digital entertainment society. Some even argue that in the digital era, we have 
become immortal. As our digital traces are forever floating through the internet.  
 
With this denial of death comes the inability to accept the passing of time. I believe this is one of the main 
reasons our consumption society is so powerful. In a concealed fashion, marketers offer consumers a way 
to get a grip on the passing of time, interlacing it into objects of consumption. The newest iPhone offers, in 
a way, a promise of owning a slice of ‘now’ or even a slice of ‘future’. I would argue that through the 
subconscious rejection of deep existential feelings (the denial of our mortality), these (consumption) 
systems are kept perfectly in place.  
 
In addition, what I find intriguing is when this desirable object eventually turns into waste. It shows an 
elapse of time and meaning. Take for example a Cola bottle; when full, it is a desirable object – minutes or 
an hour later, it lies empty, not only of its content but more so of its (advertised) meaning.    
 
Watch a short excerpt of the video played on iPhone and iPad here: https://vimeo.com/783235872 

 


